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A monthly newsletter for this park’s friends and neighbors
from the desk of the park manager

Sometimes the proverbs do come true.
Slow and steady wins the race. Rome wasn't built in

a day. Water is stronger than rock. Two steps forward,
one step back.

We have been going out to Hope Island for many,
many years, dozens or hundreds of volunteers through
those years chipping away at the scotch broom out
there, trying to restore the vast meadow on the south
side of the island. As a natural area preserve, our high-
est level of protection, it deserves our sincerest ongo-
ing efforts.

Each year we cut piles of broom, making slight prog-
ress, and then we come back the next year and the
broom has returned -- not as many, but still there. We
were making progress, but it was slow against an on-
slaught of the tenacious invasive.

Nearly 30 volunteers joined in for the boat ride out
to Hope Island this Memorial Day to once again fight
the battle. As we entered the meadow area, we were
greeted by a grassy and flower-filled meadow where
once there had been head-height broom. I stood there
in amazement and awe. We moved west to the next
field -- again, a meadow of flowers and butterflies. We

walked on, further than we ever had, until we came to
a large field of scotch broom waiting for us to again
take them on. We did. And with renewed hope that our
efforts are not in vain.

We are making a difference. Hope Island is being re-
stored. Each of our efforts is multiplied by the efforts
of others who came before or who will come after.

We had a Youth Development Conservation Corps
group out there last summer, and a Washington Con-
servation Corps unit this spring, each of the small
crews spending a couple days. And the summer last
year was not kind to scotch broom. And after nearly 10
years of effort by volunteers, the combined effect is
that we are making a difference. The meadow is re-
turning.

The wet spring this year has sprouted thousands of
little brooms, which some of this year's volunteers du-
tifully removed one by one till they had a couple piles
no bigger than basketballs representing hours of dili-
gent and thorough work.

Deception Pass State Park

Removing baby scotch broom one by one.

The Island Whaler cruised over from Cornet Bay to
drop off our volunteers at Hope Island.

Above: working on a meadow a couple years ago.
Below: that same meadow today.
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And this year we
had several people
focus on removing
daphne, or spurge
laurel, which also

has a strong beachhead foot-in-the-door toehold in
the ecotone next to the meadow.

But I am encouraged. I am thrilled. I am ecstatic!
Wait 'til next year, we'll get them too!

Left: Pulling, weed wrenching,
and cutting the scotch broom out
of the meadow is hard work with
immediate visible rewards.

Right: Maggie Sullivan cutting in
a field of scotch broom shows
there is still more to be done.

Smiling faces on the Deception Pass Tours boat for the trip back to
Cornet Bay after a long but successful morning at Hope.

Old growth scotch broom takes special treat-
ment to make sure it is killed dead. After being
cut low, the bark is peeled back, then gly-
phosate is painted onto the stump. Photo by
Doug Shepherd.

A special shout out and a big thank you to Deception Pass Tours, Brett and Terica Ginther, for
donating two trips out to the island for our large volunteer cadre in their Tours boat, the Island
Whaler. As a special bonus, Brett gave everyone a tour under the bridge at the end of the trip as
well. What a great finish for a joyful day.

Also, a special thanks to Steve Erickson of the Whidbey Environmental Action Network for
lending us several weed wrenches for the day.
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This monthly update is sent to folks who have
expressed an interest in keeping in touch with
what is happening or in the planning stages at
Deception Pass State Park.

We are grateful to have you welcome us into
your inbox.

If you are not interested in receiving these
monthly updates, please reply to this message
and let me know. We have no intention of
sending emails that you do not wish to receive.

If you wish to communicate at anytime with
me or other park staff, please email, call, or visit
us. This park is your park.

Park Manager
Deception Pass State Park
41020 State Route 20
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
360-675-3767 ext. 26

jack.hartt@parks.wa.gov ©

Invasives
While we were on Hope Island, sharp-eyed Rick Machin

spotted a plant growing off by itself in a different meadow.
The plant didn’t look right. It looked like it didn’t belong.

Rick brought it to me to look at, and I gave my usual in-
formed and intelligent response of “I dunno what that is….”

We brought it to some of the people clearing scotch
broom, including Terry Slotemaker, Lucie Johns , Harold
Mead, and Jim Duemmel; they had an idea it was a cotoneas-
ter, an invasive from formal gardens elsewhere.

They took pieces home (after Rick destroyed what he
could find on the island) and it was confirmed as being Coto-
neaster pannosus, or the silverleaf cotoneaster. Here is what
the books say about it:

Cotoneaster can quickly come to dominate a scrub or
grassland area on sandy or clay soils, and even on serpentine
soils, and extirpate native species. In many areas the Coto-
neaster, at 3m tall, will be the tallest plant and shade out na-
tive scrub and grasses. In forested areas Cotoneaster
seedlings will compete with seedlings from native trees.

The Cotoneaster grows quickly in comparison to native
scrubs, has a large root system that can extend beyond the
canopy of a smaller Cotoneaster, and produces berries which
are very popular with birds which spread the seeds. Addi-
tionally, the Cotoneasters are highly adaptable and can grow
in moist (near waterways) or dry soils, and even in the thin,
rocky soils underlying native grasslands.

Cotoneaster are able to grow in grasslands, shade out na-
tive grasses and create areas with higher organic matter and
moisture which favor weedy grasses. Cotoneaster spread
very rapidly which intensifies the risk to many of our native
ecosystems.

Those are disturbing phrases, especially when we find it
growing in a grassland meadow that we are restoring, a
meadow far away from human habitation.

Eternal vigilance is the price of maintaining anything,
whether it is an ecosystem, a household, a relationship, or a
park.

Keeping invasives out of a park involves more than
watching out for noxious weeds.

I am offered opportunities several times a year to bring in
a variety of commercial businesses, from hot dog wagons at
the beach to zip lines across the Pass to cabins at West
Point. Some of the ideas have merit, and we explore them
further. Some may eventually happen.

But every change proposed to the park first has to pass
the litmus test I consider: “First, do no harm.”

In days of limited budgets and increasing workloads and
demands by many to make more profit in the park, that can
be a difficult battle. But once an invasive is allowed into the
park, it can be difficult to eradicate, and it can cause unex-
pected damage along the way.

Allowing children into tidepools seems like a great idea.
But when a teacher asks our volunteers to take 30 children
instead of the maximum of 15 we suggest, the children lose
out on quality education, and can possibly cause uninten-
tional damage.

Allowing cabins into our campgrounds brings additional
revenue, and meets a growing customer niche. But it also
means our limited staff have more to do, and thus get less
done overall in maintaining the park.

It’s a tradeoff.
Balance is the key. Sometimes we can benefit from the

new opportunity. The trick is in knowing what will be best
for now and for the future. And saying no to the rest.

And in having all of us keeping sharp eyes out for what
belongs, and what does not. Thanks to all of you for your
watchful eyes and caring hearts.

ViewPoint

Park Staff:
Jim Aggergaard, Ranger
Rick Blank, Asst. Manager
Darlene Clark, Sr. Park Aide
Rick Colombo, Park Aide
Doug DeYoung, Maintenance Mechanic
Todd Harris, Maintenance
Jack Hartt, Park Manager
Jeri Lancaster, Office Asst.
Mark Lunz, Maintenance
Montana Napier, Naturalist
Ginni Reed, Ranger
Paige Ritterbusch, Ranger
Bill Ruh, Sr. Park Aide
Ben Shook, Ranger
Dominique Saks, Naturalist
Jason Stapert, Ranger
Bryce Watkinson, Ranger
John Whittet, Ranger
Marv Wold, Maintenance
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A Positive Protest

“You think 350.org was radical for helping organize mass civil
disobedience in D.C. in August against the Keystone Pipeline?
We're not radical. Radicals work for oil companies. The CEO of
Exxon gets up every morning and goes to work changing the chem-
ical composition of the atmosphere. No one has ever done anything
as radical as that, not in all of human history.”

- Bill McKibben, founder of 350.org, the parent organization
of Breakfreepnw.org

I’ve seen strange things in the park before.
This is one of those times. It was quite
friendly, and on a leash.

The organization headquarters for the events
centered at East Cranberry Lake.

I heard all the hype, and contributed to it in my
own way. We had no idea what 1000 to 5000 protest-
ers could do to disrupt the park, the environment, and
everyday life on the island. The event's website men-
tioned that Deception Pass State Park would be the
gathering place for organizing the protests. That had
me concerned.

After a couple meetings with law enforcement
leaders, I learned who the protest organizers were, so
I gave them a call and invited them to the park. Four
representatives met with me and another park person
to get to know each other and see if we could reach
agreement on how we could care for the park and our
visitors.

The meeting was candid, pleasant, and positive. We
all left realizing that our goals were similar. They
needed a place for several hundred to spend the night
and to have a central ground for planning. The park
needed to be safe and protest free. We all agreed, and
laid out some basic structure to make it all work.

We had extra staff in the park on each day in case
there were surprises. But in reality, the surprise was
how peaceful and quiet the entire weekend went. They
had a few hundred people stay here; they had their
plans and organizational booths for protesters to know
what needed to be done. And they held a small rally on
Sunday morning after being moved off of the railroad

tracks at five in the morning,
forced to leave their belongings
behind or be arrested (the real
reason there was a mess there;
that did not get shared well by
the media).

All of the campers here, sev-
eral hundred for the weekend,
showed great respect for the
park, and made less noise than
typical campers. They picked up
all of their garbage and recycled
what they could. They left the
park better than they found it.

Other than that, their mes-
sage should resonate with every-
one who depends on this planet

for life. We may disagree with how the message gets
shared, but the cold reality -- or the warming reality
-- is that change must happen soon, even if it is too
late already to stop some of the changes upon us.
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That Time Our Program
Went Right

Dom drove the one-ton truck with Gracie the
Gray Whale’s Skull attached. I sat in the
passenger seat looking over my notes. We went a
solid 10 mph below the speed limit, occasionally
pulling onto the shoulder of the road to let cars
pass. Our mission was to visit an elementary
school in Oak Harbor, and teach the students
about gray whales. Although this was not our first
tag-team program experience, we felt uncertain.

“How many students will be at this thing?”
“Um… not sure. Maybe we should ask that next
time.”

This didn’t seem like the beginning of a top-
notch program. There were uncertainties about
what would happen, but I put my feelings of
doubt aside and went into preparation mode:
extension cords plugged in; projector and
powerpoint set-up; microphone checked.

Suddenly, 100 second graders spilled into the
gymnasium from outside, and then took their
seats cross-legged in rows on the floor. Their
curious eyes hypnotized me, and I transformed
into my most "Disney" self. Imagine Snow White
crouched down on their level to make eye
contact - that was me. I answered their pre-
program questions, and spoke in my most
cheerful voice.

“What’s the most rarest whale in the ocean?”
asked an enthusiastic boy with spiky, blonde hair.

“Well, that’s a very good question! Which whale
do you think it is?” Etc. Etc.

Dom and I had a powerpoint set-up on the
screen before them. We introduced gray whales

via pictures, and took turns speaking. We
constantly asked the audience of seven-year-olds
questions. When Dom first held the mic up to a
child, she wondered if this was a good or bad
idea… it was the greatest idea. The children sat
engaged, and eager to think through questions so
that they could speak into the mic.

To showcase how big gray whales are, we had
two volunteers come forward and help unravel
our rope the length of a gray whale.

Me, again, in that Disney voice, “Is THIS the
length of a gray whale?!”

The audience, “NO!”

My volunteer, “It’s the length of an orca!” Etc. Etc.

Next, we talked about the whale’s baleen plates
instead of teeth, and how they eat. Cue the gray
whale feeding dance. We had the audience stand
up with their arms stretched out wide into a T.
Their faces lit up with glee while the teachers
watched closely, anticipating chaos.

“Close your eyes. Imagine that you have a big
gray whale body,” said Dom into the microphone
while I acted out her instructions.

We then swam in place, went down to the ocean
floor, took a big bite of sediments, stuck out our
tongues to push the muck through our baleen,
swallowed all the tasty morsels left in our mouth,
and then rubbed our full, happy bellies. The
children loved it! So, we repeated the dance.
Somehow, when the dance was complete,
everyone sat down without much effort on our
part. A miracle. We then transitioned into our
main message about sharing the ocean with
these giants.

“So do gray whales have fingers?” I asked.

“No!” laughed the audience.

“Right, so do you think they can pick the trash
out of their food?”

The kids went silent. All of sudden, the energy in
the room changed. I talked about how we want
happy and healthy gray whales in our waters.
Dom brought out our clear garbage bag that
represents what was found in Gracie’s stomach,
i.e. wood chips, golf balls, plastics, a pair of
sweatpants. The audience looked at us with wide
eyes.

“Do you think you’d feel happy and healthy with
garbage in your belly?”
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“No.”

I then asked what they think we should do to
keep whales happy and healthy. An articulate
child said we can reduce the trash that we create
and recycle what we do use. Another urged
everyone to not pollute the water, and pick up
the trash we see at the beach. Their answers
blew me away! They talked so passionately about
the health of the whales. I made sure to channel
that positivity and end the presentation on a
good note. I spoke of how amazing it is that tiny
us can influence such a biiiig creature; it is our
duty to make smart choices for these animals.

Finally, we made our way outside to see the gray
whale skull itself. Long story short, the children
loved to explore the bones with their fingers and
ask questions. One teacher took an adorable
picture of a girl sitting beside a vertebrae, which
was bigger than her! We asked the kids to point
to where they think the long, skinny bones go in
their bodies (the ribs). I listened for cute quotes.

One boy, while touching the skull, exclaimed, “It
feels like the bottom of a swimming pool!”

All in all, I think this program is our biggest
success so far. Dom and I still talk about it and all
of the factors that went right. It is kind of
amazing how things work out sometimes. You
know, sometimes you just get it right.

Stewards
at the Edge of the Sea

One cannot help but write about
blossoms in Spring.  Flowers,
freshness, and new life is

everywhere!   But flowers are not the only signs
of the new beginnings this season holds.
Inspiring new growth can be found in the
unexpected places, say, the tide pools at Rosario
Beach.

A blossoming
new group of Beach
Naturalists
graduated from
training this April,
and now perches
alongside the
oystercatchers and
seagulls at the
Rosario tide pools.
They guide visitors
along the intertidal
trail, sharing their
knowledge and
sense of exploration
with those lucky
enough to have stopped by.   They hand out
organism ID cards and encourage people tall and
small, young and old, to the take a closer look at
the pools that surround them.  For within these
unassuming pockets of water are extravagant
communities of living beings.  All it takes is a
pause, a moment to kneel down and adjust your
eyes, and the tiny kingdoms present themselves.
Anemones, limpets, chitons, crabs, sea
cucumbers, star fish- the list goes on and on-

those beach naturalists were right!  Who are
these mysterious stewards at the edge of the
sea?

These Beach Naturalists are a part of a
history of education at the Rosario Tide Pools.
The Rosario Beach area has been a destination
location for beach explorers for many
generations, and as the park developed
visitation increased substantially.  Since 1995,
volunteer naturalists have been working hard to
mitigate the impacts of thousands of visitors a
year to a sensitive ecosystem.  In 2006, the park
began to formalize the volunteer naturalist
program and designated the tide pool area as an
active restoration zone.  This led to the

development of an
intertidal trail and
educational
materials to help
preserve and
restore this special
natural area.  Key
to this effort is the
act (art) of
education.   The
beach naturalists
are the keystone
species of this
project, for they
are the educators.

The core goal
for the naturalists

at Rosario Beach is to promote understanding,
appreciation and stewardship of this sensitive
and unique ecosystem through education.   The
Naturalists provide visitors with the opportunity
and framework to develop a meaningful
connection to the tide pools.   This is no easy
task, as every park visitor is a unique individual
and comes to the tide pools with their own
history and experience.
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Or perhaps as a bus full of eager 2nd graders.
The volunteers are challenged to find a way to
communicate with visitors that respects their
experience and opinions and engages them with
a resource that is quite literally over-looked.
Despite these challenges, beach naturalists
create a dialogue with visitors of all ages and
backgrounds, introducing them to the tide pool
ecosystem with grace and passion.

As I have worked alongside the Beach
Naturalist Volunteers I have been continually
impressed with their dedication to the
restoration of the Rosario Tide Pools.  The work
that the volunteers do is of the utmost value, not
only to the resource, but also to the visitors that
they engage with.   It is such a treat to watch the
naturalists inspire a twinkle in the eye of a visitor
when they point out a shaggy mouse nudibranch,
amongst other majestic organisms.   The
volunteers open the window to the intertidal
world that has so much to teach us about the
connectivity in the fabric of life.  As the brilliant
and eloquent Rachel Carson writes in her book
The Edge of the Sea,

“ The shore is an ancient world, for as long as
there has been an earth and sea there has been
this place of the meeting of land and water.  Yet
it is a world that keeps alive the sense of
continuing creation and of the relentless drive of
life.  Each time that I enter it, I gain some new
awareness of its beauty and deeper meanings,
sensing that intricate fabric of life by which one
creature is linked with another, and each with its
surroundings. “

 It is because of volunteers like the Rosario
Beach Naturalists, that a positive human
relationship to the natural world can perpetuate
at these sensitive areas within Deception Pass
State Park.    A huge thank you goes out to all the
2016 Beach Naturalists for the incredible work
that you do.

Colated by Montana Napier
Sources:
Doug fir cone: Arkive.org
Sea Blush: www.turnerphotographics.com

Indian Pipe: www.fidalgoweather.net
Bumble Bee: organicgardeninfo.com
Eastern Cottontail Rabbit: Northrup.org
Beach Pea: seedthedifference.com
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June Interpretive Schedule 2016

Special Evening Programs for the month of June: 7 p.m., Amphitheater

June 4th, Marine Mammals and Their Skulls - Matt Klope

June 11th is the Salish Sea Native American Cultural Celebration at Bowman Bay.
Because of this, the Nature Walk and Junior Ranger programs will be canceled that
day. So join us in celebration from noon -4pm!

There will still be a 7pm Evening Program.

June 17th, No Bones About 'Em: Creatures in the Tide Pools - Sammye Kempbell

A preview of July's line-up:
7/1, Janet Hall showcasing State Parks in the area
7/2, PBY-Naval Air Museum + military history of Whidbey

7/8, TBA
7/9, Arts in the Park

7/15, PBY-Naval Air Museum + military history of Whidbey
7/16, Arts in the Park

7/22, Skagit Audubon + Owls
7/23 Arts in the Park

7/29, Howard Garrett with the Orca Network
7/30, Arts in the Park

7/1, Janet Hall showcasing State Parks in the area
7/2, PBY-Naval Air Museum + military history of Whidbey

7/8,
7/9, Arts in the Park

7/15, PBY-Naval Air Museum + military history of Whidbey
7/16, Arts in the Park

7/22, Skagit Audubon + Owls
7/23 Arts in the Park

7/29, Howard Garrett with the Orca Network
7/30, Arts in the Park

Programs are sponsored by the Deception Pass Park Foundation.

Saturdays - 11 a.m. Guided Nature Hike
2 p.m. Junior Ranger program

7 p.m. Evening Program

Sundays - 9 a.m. Morning Yoga*
*Meet at West Beach Shelter - all levels welcome! Mats are provided but please byo
if you can.

Here is the tentative line-up
for the annual summer musical
events at our amphitheater.

July 9: Miho and Diego (Japanese and Colombian music)
http://www.mihodiego.com/

July 16:  Fisher Poets John Van Amerongen and Erin Fristad
http://www.erinfristad.com/  (no website for John—he’s a musician, too)

July 23:  Sedentary Sousa Band – world’s only seated marching band
http://sedentarysousa.com/

July 30:  Dunava – women’s a cappella music of Eastern Europe
http://www.dunava.org/
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Go Climb a Tree
That will be an option this summer down at West Beach, and maybe at North

Beach as well.
Adventure Terra is bringing there tree-climbing adventures to the park to al-

low visitors to learn how to climb an old-growth tree safely, and then put that
training into practice as we ascend up a 100 foot Douglas fir overlooking West
Point.

I am thrilled to welcome this opportunity. AdventureTerra cares about the
health of the tree and the safety of their participants. Each climber is fully
equipped to climb safely, then taught the mechanics while still on the ground.
When ready, a small group ascends the tree together and then hangs out at the
top for awhile.

Climbing isn’t for everyone. It can be physically and mentally challenging.
They keep it simple and fun, and safe.

I’ll let you know more after I climb – soon, I hope! Look for a special Current
announcement when they open for business.

Check out their website, at AdventureTerra.com (Photo by AdventureTerra)
Ju
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Upcoming Park Events:
● June 4, 9 a.m.: Trails Day. SWITMO work on

Tursi Trail
● June 4, Noon: Ribbon Cutting for Tursi Trail
● June 11: Native American Celebration Day,

Bowman Bay.
____________________________________________________

● August 21, 2017: Total eclipse in Oregon,
98% total here

● March and July, 2022: 100th birthday party
for Deception Pass State Park!

Reserve your seats today for the

888-909-TOUR

State Parks Free Days
The Washington State Parks and Recreation

Commission offers 12 free days each year when
visitors are not required to display a Discover
Pass for a day visit to a park. We hope you will
take advantage of a State Parks free day to get
out and sample a new park or revisit an old fa-
vorite, then consider supporting state recreation
lands by purchasing a Discover Pass.

The Discover Pass provides a whole year of
vehicle access to millions of acres of parks, trails,
water access sites and wildlife viewing areas on
state-managed recreation lands.

Free days for 2016:

June 4 – (Saturday) National Trails Day

June 11 – (Saturday) National Get Outdoors Day

Aug. 25 – (Thursday) National Park Service’s
100th birthday

Sept. 24 – (Saturday) National Public Lands Day

Nov. 11 – (Friday) Veterans Day

=========================================

Anacortes
Kayak
Tours

1-800-992-1801
info@anacorteskayaktours.com

Deception Pass Day Camps
Junior Explorer Camps
Marine Explorer Camp
Nature Photography Camp
Kids Kayak Academy
Art in Nature
Wilderness Survival for Kids& Teens
Marine Mammal Discovery

Call Us Today! (360) 708-3286  email:

Andrew.Rice@AcademicsAndAdventures.org


